Transport through single molecules has been studied using different test beds. In this paper we focus on three-terminal devices in which a molecule bridges the gap between two gold electrodes and a third electrode-the gate-is able to modulate the conduction properties of the junction. Depending on the electronic coupling, , between the molecule and the gold electrodes, different transport regimes can be distinguished. We show measurements on junctions incorporating different single-molecule systems which demonstrate the distinction between these regimes, as well as the experimental limitations in controlling the exact value of .
Introduction
Transport through single molecules [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is a field of intense investigation and, to date, several techniques are used to study transmolecular conduction, each with their advantages and disadvantages. For instance, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has proven to be a powerful tool for investigating inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) on single molecules [6] [7] [8] [9] . STM offers imaging capabilities which allows spectroscopic studies in a well-defined experimental geometry. Single molecules in planar three-terminal devices, on the other hand, cannot be imaged easily. Moreover, the coupling to the leads and the molecular environment can differ from sample to sample (the same holds for twoterminal techniques such as mechanical break junctions). Nevertheless, the gate electrode in three-terminal deviceswhich is absent in STM and two-terminal techniques-allows studies in which the molecule can be oxidized or reduced; this makes it particularly interesting to study transmolecular conduction in different transport regimes. The third electrode can bring molecular levels into and out of resonance with the Fermi energy of the electrodes probing excited states and allowing different charge states to be accessed. Excited states can either be vibrational [10] [11] [12] , electronic [13] or related to spin transitions [14, 15] . These excitations serve as a fingerprint of the molecule under study. Three-terminal devices are spectroscopic tools which allow the determination of addition energies in single-molecule junctions. Although it is possible to perform spectroscopy studies in two-terminal techniques [16] , accurate estimates of the addition energies are hard to obtain if consecutive charge states cannot be probed.
The shift at which the orbital levels, E n , can be moved up and down by the gate electrode potential, V G , is quantified by the gate coupling parameter β. In an experiment, it should be as large as possible in order to access as many charge states as possible. The geometry plays an important role in the gate coupling and one should take care that the electrodes themselves do not screen the gate potential as this would decrease β. The electrode separation (and therefore the length of the molecule) and the breakthrough voltage of the gate oxide are other important parameters. Currently, two gate materials are frequently used: heavily doped silicon substrates with thermally grown SiO 2 on top and aluminum strips with a native Al 2 O 3 oxide of only a few nanometers. For aluminum gates with an oxide thickness of 3 nm, the gate coupling is about 0.1 so that, with a typical breakthrough voltage of 4 V at low temperatures, the potential of the molecular levels can be shifted by ±0.4 eV. On the other hand in silicon devices with an SiO 2 thickness of 250 nm, the gate coupling is about 10 −3 ; with a typical breakthrough voltage of 100 V, the range over which the potential on the molecule can be varied equals ±0.1 eV.
This paper starts with a brief description of the different approaches that have been used to fabricate three-terminal devices (section 2). Following this, we will discuss the different transport regimes, and mechanisms for conduction through molecular quantum dots (section 3). In section 4, we detail our fabrication method, the molecule-junction preparation and the measurement techniques. Next we present experimental results which exemplify the different transport regimes discussed in section 3. We end with a brief summary and outlook in section 6.
Three-terminal devices
Three-terminal devices have been fabricated using different techniques. They notably differ in the way the nanogap or the molecular junction is created. We use the electromigration technique, in which a large current density breaks a narrow and thin metal wire to form two physically separated electrodes [17] . Electromigration-induced nanogap formation has been imaged in situ by transmission (and scanning) electron microscopy [18, 19] . Several of these electrode pairs can be fabricated on top of a conducting substrate (coated by an insulating layer) which can then serve as a gate electrode. Although some control has been obtained over the electromigration process by using a feedback mechanism, the resulting nanogap geometry or size remains uncontrollable. The advantage of electromigrated devices on a Al/Al 2 O 3 gate electrode is their large gate coupling (β MAX ∼ 0.27). The planar geometry (see figure 2.1(a)) offers a large stability for systematic studies as a function of gate voltage, temperature and magnetic field as we will show in section 5. Molecules are deposited from solution either prior to gap formation or afterward.
A second technique involves the fabrication-on top of a gate electrode-of two gold electrodes using a shadow mask technique as illustrated in figure 2.1(b) . If the tilt angle of evaporation is high there is no overlap between the source and drain shadows. Reducing the tilt angle decreases the sourcedrain gap. In situ measurements of the conductance allows for fine tuning of the gap distance when performed at low temperatures (∼4.2 K). Molecules are deposited by quench condensation without disruption of the vacuum [20, 21] . The advantages of this evaporation technique include all the ones from the electromigrated devices, plus the control over the gap distance and the ability for molecule deposition inside a clean environment. Typical gate coupling values are of the same order as the ones for electromigrated junctions.
Only recently it has been possible to integrate a gate electrode in mechanical controllable break junctions (MCBJ) [22] . In a MCBJ, suspended metallic wires with predefined breaking points are patterned on top of a bendable substrate (see figure 2.1(c)). By bending the substrate in a three-point support, the metallic wire can be broken in two electrodes; the gap distance can then be tuned with picometer resolution. So far it has been possible to place the gate electrode from the gap at a distance of 40 nm [22] . Although the gate coupling remains low as compared to other techniques with a planar geometry (β ∼ 0.006 in [22] ), MCBJ have the clear advantage of precise control over the gap distance; the reported breakthrough voltage [22] was 12 V. Molecule deposition is carried out from solution.
Another three-terminal approach was recently reported by Dadosh et al [23] . Their method is based on synthesizing in solution a dimer structure consisting of two colloidal gold particles connected by a dithiolated molecule. The dimer is then electrostatically trapped between two gold electrodes defined on top of a gate electrode (see figure 2.1(d)). According to the authors, this dimer-based contacting scheme provides several advantages such as the ability to fabricate single-molecule devices with high certainty in which the contacts to the molecule are well defined. The gold particles in this set-up, however, efficiently screen the gate potential. Moreover at low temperatures, spectroscopic features of the gold particles were sometimes observed to be superimposed on the characteristics of the molecule conduction.
Transport through molecular junctions
In describing three-terminal transport through molecular junctions at cryogenic temperatures, the molecule is viewed as a confined electronic system-or quantum dot-coupled by tunneling barriers to source and drain electrodes as schematically shown in figure 3 .1(a) [24] [25] [26] [27] . The discrete electronic spectrum of such an object is illustrated in figure 3 .1(b); available states for transport are denoted by the electrochemical potential μ MOL (N), which by definition is the minimum energy for adding the Nth electron to the dot:
, where U (N) is the total ground state energy for N electrons on the dot. The energy to add an extra electron or addition energy, E add , equals the level spacing, (N), plus the charging energy, E C (see figure 3.1(b) ). The latter quantity accounts for the Coulomb interactions between electrons in the dot and is defined as E C = e 2 /C. Here, C is the total capacitance to the 'outside world', i.e. C = C S + C D + C G , where C S is the capacitance to the source, C D to the drain and C G the capacitance to the gate. The overlap of the molecular wavefunction with that of the conduction electrons of the leads is described by the molecule-lead couplings S , D , which can also be related to the bare tunneling rates between the molecular level and each of the leads. The total coupling, = S + D , is a measure of the resulting broadening of the molecular levels. In principle can be charge-state-dependent as the overlap between the wavefunctions of the metal electrodes and the molecule can vary strongly with N (i.e. = (N)).
At cryogenic temperatures, E C , k B T (thermal energy). Depending on the value of with respect to these parameters, we can distinguish two regimes of special interest. We will briefly discuss both in the next two sections.
Weak coupling regime
When is very small ( E C , ), one enters the weak coupling limit. Figure 3 .2(a) schematically illustrates the result of a typical transport measurement in the form of a socalled stability diagram. Slanted lines separate regions of high conductance (single-electron tunneling (SET) regime, gray regions) from enclosed diamond-shaped regions (Coulomb diamonds) with almost 5 zero conductance (black regions). Inside the SET regime, lines running parallel to the diamond edges correspond to the onset at which excited states start contributing to the conductance; their energy, E, can be read off as the distance from the zero-bias axis to the crossing point with the diamond edge as illustrated in figure 3.2(a) . Inside the black diamond-shaped regions the number of electrons on the molecule is fixed to an integer value. Between consecutive black regions (charge states) the charge on the molecule increases (decreases) by one unit as we go to more positive (negative) gate voltages. It should be noted that it is difficult to assign a particular charge state of the free molecule to these states. For instance, the charge state measured at zero bias and zero-gate voltage may not be the neutral charge state of the molecule. At zero bias, partial charging of the molecule can take place in order to equilibrate the chemical potentials across the junction. Background charges from electron traps in the vicinity of the device may also introduce an offset in the level positions of the molecular quantum dot.
Resonant tunneling, which is a first-order process, lifts the Coulomb blockade. This occurs when a charge state, μ MOL (N), lies in between the voltage-bias window defined by μ S and μ D . This can be done by independently sweeping the bias or gate voltage 'towards' the gray regions where current starts flowing by a sequential tunneling process (charges are taken from the source to the molecule and subsequently from the molecule to the drain). Sweeping the gate voltage and measuring the differential conductance at low bias results in a series of peaks as shown in figure 3.2(b). Each of these peaks figure 3 .2(a). The gate coupling defined as β = C G /C can either be determined from the diamond slopes (β = α + α − /(α + + α − )) or by measuring the sizes of the diamond. From the conductance map it is also possible to determine the molecule-lead coupling . One way of doing this is to evaluate the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the conductance peak along a diamond edge from the dI /dV SD versus V SD trace. In a similar way, the FWHM of the Coulomb peak (figure 3.2(b)) multiplied by β is a measure of .
Intermediate coupling: cotunneling and Kondo effect
Higher-order tunneling [28] processes become more apparent when the tunnel coupling, , is enhanced. In the socalled strong coupling regime ( E C , (N), k B T ) the electronic states on the dot and electrode are significantly hybridized, elastic coherent tunneling dominates transport and signatures of the Coulomb blockade are washed out by quantum fluctuations of the molecular charge; the resistance is close to the resistance quantum R Q = h/e 2 = 25.8 k . Between the weak coupling and strong coupling regimes we identify a third regime which we will refer to as the intermediate coupling regime. In this regime it is still possible to observe Coulomb diamonds, but higher-order processes lead to a non-negligible current inside the blockade regions. In this section we will discuss three different types of higher-order tunneling processes: elastic cotunneling, the Kondo effect, which is a particular elastic many-body effect, and inelastic cotunneling. Figure 3 .3 illustrates an elastic cotunneling process. Energy conservation forbids the number of electrons to change as this would cost an energy E. Nevertheless, an electron can tunnel off the molecule, leaving it temporarily in a classically forbidden 'virtual state' (middle diagram in figure 3.3). By virtue of Heisenberg's energy-time uncertainty principle this is allowed as long as another electron tunnels into the molecule in the same quantum process in order not to violate energy conservation. The final state then has the same energy as the initial one, but one electron has been transported through the molecule. This elastic cotunneling process is analogous to the superexchange mechanism in chemical electron transfer theory [29, 30] . It occurs at arbitrarily low bias as the energy of the tunneling electron and the molecule are unchanged and leads to a nonzero background conductance in the blockade regions.
If the electron spin is taken into account, one can encounter another elastic cotunneling process connected to the Kondo effect [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Whenever a single localized state in the molecule is spin-degenerate and partially filled, the molecule has a net spin (magnetic moment). This, for example, occurs for an odd occupancy in the molecule (one electron is unpaired, S = 1/2). We shall consider this simple case. The conduction mechanism for the Kondo effect involves spin-flip events such as the one illustrated in figure 3.4. We refer to other papers [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] for a more detailed theoretical discussion. Here, we concentrate on its main transport characteristics, which are summarized in figures 3.5 and 3.6.
For an odd number of electrons the stability plot shows a zero-bias resonance in the differential conductance, dI /dV SD , versus V SD , inside the Coulomb diamond 'connecting' both degeneracy points as shown in figure 3.5(a). For an even number of electrons with all spins paired, S = 0 and there is no Kondo resonance. This even-odd asymmetry is very helpful in assigning the parity of the charge state which can then add extra information to the understanding of the spectroscopic features observed in the stability plots. In the low temperature limit (T T K ), the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Kondo resonance is of the order of k B T K (see figure 3.5(b)). Typical Kondo temperatures are T K ∼ 1 K for semiconductor quantum dots [34] , T K ∼ 1-10 K for carbon nanotubes [46, 47] and T K ∼ 20-50 K for molecular devices [36] [37] [38] [39] . In the middle of the Coulomb diamond, the height of the Kondo peak as a function of temperature is expected to show the characteristic form [33, 34] 
where G a is the maximum conductance, G c is a temperatureindependent offset and s = 0.22 for S = 1/2. This dependence is drawn in figure 3 .5(c) and the characteristic features include a conductance that increases logarithmically with decreasing temperature and saturates at a value 2e 2 / h at the lowest temperatures in the case of symmetric lead-dot coupling. The latter is commonly referred to as Kondo in the unitary limit [48] . In a magnetic field the Zeeman splitting of the Kondo resonance leads to the observation of two Kondo peaks symmetric in bias, separated by twice the Zeeman energy as schematically illustrated in figure 3.6(a). Its evolution in a magnetic field is shown in figure 3.6(b). Although we have been only considering S = 1/2, it is important to note that other types of Kondo systems are possible owing to orbital degeneracies [49] or triplet states [50] [51] [52] ; these can lead to a violation of the parity effect.
A cotunneling event that leaves the molecule in an excited state is called inelastic. An example of such a process is depicted in figure 3.7; as shown, the onset of the cotunneling event occurs at eV SD = E * , the condition dictated by the energy conservation principle. In transport measurements, inelastic cotunneling appears in the stability diagram inside the Coulomb diamonds as two symmetric lines running parallel to the gate axis as represented by the gray lines in figure 3 .5(a); their energy, E * , is the distance of the excitation to the zero-bias axis as illustrated in figure 3.5(a). Furthermore the inelastic cotunneling line is expected to intersect, at the diamond boundary, the corresponding excitation line inside the SET region [53] .
As a final remark, we note that higher-order coherent processes appear as sharp spectroscopic features as the conductance of the i th order process is proportional to i . For first-order incoherent single-electron tunneling, the current is proportional to .
Vibrational effects
Molecules are 'flexible' objects, and can, for instance, undergo conformational changes that can strongly affect transport behavior [54] [55] [56] ; vibrational modes lie typically between a few meV to tens of hundreds of meV for free molecules. Inelastic effects in molecular junctions originate from coupling between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . The nuclei are much heavier than the electrons. Therefore the nuclear and electronic dynamics can be separated as is usually done in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The nuclear motion can be described by a series of uncoupled harmonic oscillators and for simplicity we consider one single vibrational mode. When an electron tunnels onto the molecule, the minimum of the nuclear (harmonic) potential is shifted from x = 0 to ξ (new equilibrium position) as illustrated in figure 3.8. This shift is induced by the new electronic configuration in the molecule. The displacement is described by the parameter λ which is the electron-phonon coupling. It is the ratio of the displacement and the quantum mechanical uncertainty, x 0 , of the position in the vibrational ground state:
Excitation of a molecular vibration is governed by the Franck-Condon principle (figure 3.8): assuming that initially the (neutral) molecule was in its ground vibrational state, the probability that the molecule ends in a particular vibrational level of the charged molecule is proportional to the square of the overlap integral between the vibrational wavefunctions of the initial, ψ i , and final state, ψ f ; the last quantity is commonly referred to as the Franck-Condon factor [63] . As a consequence, the tunnel rates are modified to
Note that, when there are no vibrational degrees of freedom, the overlap is one and the coupling remains purely electronic. Once the electron hops off, the molecule can be left in a vibrational excited state (the vibrational energy being provided by the outgoing electron). In the sequential tunneling process described before, vibrational states of the charged molecule serve as additional resonance levels; the intensity of the excitation line inside the SET region is then determined by the corresponding Franck-Condon factors. The observation of multiple excitations lines with equal spacing may result from the excitation of an integer number of vibrational quanta as was first presented by Park et al [12] in C 60 three-terminal molecular junctions. This is only possible for sufficient electron-phonon coupling and, in the work of Park, λ was estimated to be around one.
Nanogap fabrication, molecule-junction preparation and measurement techniques

Three-terminal device fabrication
Three-terminal devices are made using standard electron-beam lithography. In short, four steps are needed (see figure 4.1(a) ). In the first step, contact pads and alignment markers are defined by evaporation of 3 nm Ti, 35 nm Au and 15 nm AuPd on top of an oxidized Si substrate. Secondly, the gate is defined by evaporating 75 nm Al. Subsequent exposure to O 2 for 15 min at 50 mTorr allows the formation of a 2-4 nm thick aluminum oxide layer. The third step involves the fabrication of a narrow (100 nm) and thin (12 nm) gold wire-without an adhesion sublayer-on top of the aluminum gate. In a final step, the thin gold wire is connected to the coarse pads by evaporation of 110 nm of AuPd. Figure 4 .1(b) shows a SEM picture of a completed device.
Electromigration and gap fabrication
For the creation of a nanometer-sized gap suitable for contacting single molecules we first narrow the thin gold wire by electromigration to a few-atom constriction. The instability of these gold nanoconstrictions at room temperature-due to mobility and stress in the materialallows spontaneous breaking of the wire, resulting in two separate electrodes [64, 65] . On a timescale of tens of minutes or hours the wires break until they reach conductance values 100 μS without any applied bias. The uncontrolled nature of the 'self-breaking' process produces nanogaps in a range of sizes.
Electromigration is performed using an active breaking scheme, similar to the ones previously reported [66] . In the active breaking process, the voltage is increased from below the electromigration threshold (∼200 mV) while sampling the current. If the absolute resistance of the wire increases by a value determined during the sweep, typically around 10%, the applied voltage is reduced back to 100 mV and the sweep is repeated with a new value for the wire resistance. A typical example of this process is shown in figure 4.2. With this method, nanoconstrictions with a resistance in the k range can be achieved with high reproducibility.
Molecule-junction preparation and characterization
For the deposition of a molecule in the junction we use a home-made liquid cell, placed inside a 4 He cryostat, containing a 1 mM molecule solution. At room temperature, electromigration is performed in a liquid environment on about 16 junctions which are rinsed with the pure solvent, dried and cleaned in an oxygen plasma beforehand. Nanoconstrictions with a resistance in the k range are first prepared as described above in the solution containing the molecules. The electromigrated junctions are then left in the molecule solution for about 1 h to allow for molecular self-assembly (if appropriate binding groups are used) and 'self-breaking' of the constricted gold wire. Junctions which did not 'self-break' within this time are then intentionally broken at conductances higher than G 0 . Last, the sample space is evacuated and the cooling procedure to 1.7 K starts. This molecule deposition technique is similar to the one reported by Riel and coworkers in mechanical break junctions [67] . During electromigration, the junction temperature can reach a few hundred Kelvin [68] ; performing the self-breaking in solution avoids excessive temperatures on the molecules and allows immediate exposure of the freshly created gap to the molecule solution. We should emphasize that sample contamination could still be an issue since preparation of the molecular junctions is not carried out under ultraclean high-vacuum conditions; layers of water or hydrocarbon molecules may then be present at the contact interface.
Once at base temperature, we characterize our junctions by measuring the current at a source-drain voltage in the range of 10-100 mV as a function of gate voltage from −3 to 3 V; above these voltages, gate leakage usually starts to set in. The gate traces can be categorized in four different ways, and typical examples are shown in figure 4.3.
• No current within the measurement accuracy (<10 pA for V SD = 50 mV), indicating that the gap distance is a few nanometers or larger ( figure 4.3(a) ). The traces in the two last categories may be a result of transmolecular conduction. Stability diagrams are recorded for all these devices. The differential conductance, dI /dV SD , is either measured directly, with a lock-in technique or obtained from numerical derivation of the I -V SD characteristics. The stability diagrams of samples that exhibited nonlinear monotonic traces usually show the presence of one partial Coulomb diamond with a weak gate coupling (β < 0.05) and large addition energies >200 meV ( figure 4.4(a) ). It is difficult to make conclusive statements about these junctions since it is known that electromigration may lead to the formation of small gold clusters [69] which also may exhibit signatures of Coulomb blockade and the Kondo effect [35] . These junctions may then contain a molecule that is well shielded from the gate by the leads, or a gold grain that is well coupled to one of the electrodes ( figure 4.4(a) ). Samples that exhibit several Coulomb peaks (more than five) and addition energies smaller than 100 meV are unambiguously treated as junctions containing gold grains in direct contact with the gate dielectric. We find that these junctions show a high gate coupling (β ∼ 0.27; see figures 4.4(b) and (c)). Furthermore it is very unlikely for a molecule to show more than five charge states with almost constant addition energies as this would mean that for such a small object the electronic spectrum remains unchanged upon the addition of extra charges ( figure 4.4(b) ). We note that, when using the self-breaking scheme, multiple Coulomb diamonds with high gate coupling are not observed; figures 4.4(b) and (c) are from junctions that were actively broken into high conductances (no self-breaking).
At this point the remaining question is what are the characteristic features for transport through single molecules. Electron addition energies for molecules are expected to be larger than 100 meV. In addition, transport that is due to single molecules has consistently shown (see the next section) a gate coupling that does not exceed 0.15, which can be explained by the fact that molecules are elevated from the gate oxide when connected to gold. Last, we look at generic features present in measurements carried out on the same molecule, such as addition energies, electronic excitation energies and vibrational excitations. This can only be done if a large ensemble of samples has been measured. Furthermore, stability diagrams may contain subtle information about the presence of molecules. For example, one may expect the gate and electronic couplings to be largely charge-dependent because the charge density may differ from orbital to orbital. For gold grains, where the interaction is dominated by the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons (classical dot regime, see figure 4 .4(b)) the smallness of the quantum splitting indicates that the charge distribution of successive orbitals is very similar. Hence we do not expect strong variations of the couplings in that case.
Transport regimes revealed in experiments
In the experiment we are not able to control for any molecule we have studied so far. Consequently some junctions may be in the weak coupling limit, others in the intermediate coupling limit. On what follows we will give examples of both regimes in measurements that were carried out in three-terminal devices incorporating a thiol end-capped 
Weak coupling (OPV-5): spectroscopy in the SET regime
OPV-5 consists of five benzene rings that are connected through double bonds [71] . The molecule has alkane side arms to make it soluble in common solvents. Figure 5 .1 shows a stability diagram of a device incorporating such a molecule in which the molecule-lead coupling is low [10] . Typical current I levels for this device are hundreds of picoamps, indicating that subsequent tunneling processes are separated by 1 ns on average. It clearly shows the presence of sets of excitation lines for all three charge states accessible in the experiment. Further inspection reveals that the point of intersection between the lines and the diamond edge are symmetric with respect to the bias polarity, and that their position is almost independent of the charge state. Their appearance, on the other hand, may depend on the charge state, that is, an excitation may not be visible for all three charge states. At most, only a very weak variation (less than a few millielectronvolts) of the excitation energy with the charge state is present, and this observation makes it unlikely that the excitations are a result of electronic states, because these are expected to depend strongly on the charging of the molecule. Moreover, the 17 excitations present in the experimental data are unlikely to reflect precisely 17 available electronic states that differ by only 5-10 meV in energy, particularly for a small molecule that can only contain a limited number of electrons/holes. We therefore attribute the excitations to the vibrational modes of the single OPV-5 molecule trapped between the electrodes. We have also observed excitations at the same energies in other OPV-5 samples, although not all of them at the same time. Figure 5 .1(b) shows a zoom-in on the crossing point from N − 1 to N. For charge state N, excitations are present at 2.2, 3.5, 5.0 and 6.7 meV; for charge state N − 1 they appear at 2.4 and 3.7 meV. Again the values are symmetric with respect to the bias polarity. The energies do not form a harmonic spectrum since their values are not integer multiples of the 2.2 meV excitation and they may therefore be attributed to different vibrational modes. Within the error margins, however, the 6.7 meV excitation may be the second harmonic of the one at 3.5 meV, but no definite conclusion can be drawn from the measurements. Preliminary quantum-chemistry calculations, performed with the Amsterdam Density Functional program [72] , indicate that there are a number of excitations in this energy range connected to the motion of the whole molecule attached to gold atoms on either side. More details about these modes will be published elsewhere.
Intermediate coupling (OPV-5)
An example of a measurement for the intermediate coupling case is presented in figure 5 .2 [13] ; numbers in figure 5.2(b) indicate the charge states (see the discussion below). Measurements on the finite-bias peaks inside the N = +2 diamond show that a magnetic field splits each peak into two clear peaks. At negative bias, the third derivative ( figure 5.4(c) ) indicates the presence of three peaks. This evolution in a magnetic field, B, is consistent with inelastic cotunneling from a singlet ground state to an excited triplet state (see figure 5.4(b) ) [73, 74] . The splitting in each peak should be gμ B m s B with m s = ±1. With a g factor of 2 the splitting in figure 5 .4(c) yields an m s value of 0.87 at negative bias and 1.0 at positive bias, consistent with the identification of the triplet state as the excited state. From the magnetic field measurements, we conclude [13] that the Coulomb diamond with the split peaks in zero magnetic field had a ground state with an even occupancy. We assigned N = +2 to this state, and starting from this, the electronic and spin spectrum was identified using a model that involves two weakly interacting states with an antiferromagnetic exchange energy J of 1.7 meV [13] .
A closer inspection of the stability diagram reveals that the diamond edges are sharper for the N = +2 state compared to N = +1 and +3. For the region where electron tunneling involves 0 → +1 → 0 transitions, a Lorentzian fit through the dI /dV SD versus V SD lineshape yields ≈ 35 meV; for the +1 → +2 → +1 and +2 → +3 → +2 transitions, ≈ 6 and 22 meV, respectively ( figure 5.2(c) ). A related observation is that the gate coupling for the three different charge states is not the same. For charge state +1, +2 and +3, β equals 0.06, 0.1 and 0.07, respectively. Thus, the N = +2 charge distribution on the molecule is more susceptible to the gate field. Apparently, the wavefunctions are located more to the middle of the junction in agreement with the lower electronic coupling for this charge state. For OPV-5 this dependence may be expected as discussed in detail in [13] .
Grids (weak and intermediate coupling)
The [Co
-grid type complex presented in figure 5 .5(a) is a special type of molecule which gives rise to seven well-resolved reduction waves in cyclic voltammetry studies [70] , i.e. seven electrons can be added to the molecule in solution. In figure 5 .5 we show measurements carried out in electromigrated junctions which exemplify the two different coupling limits which we already encountered in the OPV-5 junctions. The stability plot in figure 5 .5(b) shows sharp spectroscopic features in the SET region indicating a weak electronic coupling. Given the energy spacing of the excitations (a few meV) and their appearance at more or less the same energies for two subsequent charge states, we argue in the same way as above that the observed excitations originate from vibrational modes. Further confirmation comes from the observation of four harmonic excitation lines as shown in figure 5 .5(c) by the yellow arrows. Such a harmonic spectrum indicates the excitation of four vibrational quanta and suggest a value of the electron-phonon coupling higher than one (see section 3). Figure 5 .5(d) shows the stability diagram of a different junction, which is an example of the intermediate electronic coupling case. In both charge states, inelastic cotunneling excitations are present at the same energies which indicate that these are due to vibrational excited states. The fact that three of these cotunneling lines match excitations inside the SET region makes it very unlikely that they are associated with a parallel conduction path (e.g. another molecule). The noise band at the top and bottom of the stability diagram and which startsat positive bias-at the onset of conduction of an excited state (white arrows) is at present not understood. The intensity of the line at +10 meV is much higher than all others. Possibly, it is an electronic excitation. Note that in this case no Kondo features are present around zero bias.
Inelastic cotunneling through vibrational excited states in OPV-3 junctions
We have also carried out experiments with three-terminal devices incorporating a thiol end-capped oligophenylenevinylene molecule, in which three benzene rings are connected through two double bonds (OPV-3). The stability diagram presented in , symmetric in V SD , are observed for both charge states bending towards the degeneracy point. The appearance of these inelastic cotunneling features at nearly the same energy for different charge states suggests that these excitations are likely to be vibrational rather than electronic. The evolution of the cotunneling features towards zero energy as the charge degeneracy point is approached is not fully understood at present. Similar observations have been reported by Natelson and coworkers [11] . Interestingly, over the whole gate voltage of the inelastic cotunneling excitations are followed by 'noise bands' (cyan arrows) symmetric in V SD and present on both charge states. This could be further evidence that such excitations are vibrational. As pointed out by Galperin et al [54] , strong electron-phonon coupling can give rise to intermittent noise in the junction current which could be a signature of multi-stable behavior; conformational fluctuations in the molecule could also lead to the observed noise.
Summary
We have reviewed different transport mechanisms for conduction through molecular junctions emphasizing the molecular signatures probed by three-terminal transport through single molecules. On the one hand these signatures are related to the coupling of electron transport to nuclear motion which leads to the observation of vibrational excitations. More subtle indications of conduction through single molecules involve changes in the electronic and gate couplings as a function of charge state resulting from a change in the spatial distribution of the charge. This observation raises an important question as to know where does the excess of charge localize along the molecular chain when it is brought in close contact to metallic leads, an issue that has not received much attention as of yet. Our measurements on OPV-5 seem to indicate localization of charges near the electrodes and for a doubly charged molecule this leads to an intrinsic double-dot-like configuration. In the ground state the spins of the charges are antiferromagnetically coupled with an exchange energy of 1.7 meV. In search of other signatures of molecular conduction, interesting candidates include conformational changes, which may lead to distinct negative differential resistance and hysteresis effects, and highspin states as present in single-molecule magnets. In addition, contrary to inorganic semiconductors, molecules offer the possibility of controlling electronic properties at the atomic level by means of synthetic chemistry. Many surprises and new transport phenomena are still to be expected.
